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Accomplishments from the last quarter

This past quarter I, along with Bridget from the Remote Communities Subcommittee attended
many of your districts business meetings to talk about accessibilities and remote communities. We had a
quarterly with a great discussion around deaf and blind access for our members with a guest from the
Portland Deaf Access Committee speaking on the issue. And we continued to discuss issues around
hybrid and online meetings going forward as things were beginning to open back up in our area. While
attending the All Area Access meetings it has become clear that these types of meetings are very useful
to our disabled members. I’ve also updated the accessibility chair description for the area website, to
more accurately reflect the work is currently being done.

The Remote Communities Subcommittee met several times and has a solid plan of action going
forward into the spring. This involves the printing and distribution of a flyer to remote communities in
our area, along with recruiting volunteers to help connect these communities to Alcoholics Anonymous
as they reach out for help.

Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with

One of the issues I’ve been working on this past quarter is getting the members of the
accessibility committee updated with the area registrar. While the webmaster and registrar rolled out a
new online form to help streamline the process, response from the committee has been limited. I’ve also
been working with the language steering committee to determine what is considered an area event for
the purposes of translation and interpretation services.

Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter

In the next quarter I hope to get the list of accessibility committee members completely
updated. I also hope to see the remote communities flyer distributed and for members from remote
communities to start reaching out the phone number that has been set up.

I’m also hopeful that we will have a hybrid accessibility quarterly, multiple districts, that are
already having hybrid business meetings have said that they would consider hosting.

My primary goal is to make sure that in this time of uncertainty and transition we continue to
make AA accessible to everyone and not leave any groups of people behind and maintain unity between
in person meetings and virtual meetings.
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